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AI TEAMS BEAT TOMATO GROWERS
VISION
AT SUSTAINABLE PRODUCTION
New varieties

‘All the AI teams performed better than
the control horticulturists,’ says Silke
Hemming, a researcher at Wageningen
Plant Research and co-organizer of the
challenge. The winner, Team AuTomatoes, not only got the highest yield but
did so using the least water and energy.
Their ArtificiaI Intelligence (AI) strategy
was considered the best by the jury.
Five AI teams have been cultivating cherry tomatoes in their own designated
greenhouse compartment of WUR
Greenhouse Horticulture in Bleijswijk
over the last six months. They made their
own management decisions remotely,
using sensors and the technology available in the greenhouse. Greenhouse staff
were available on location to tend to the
crops and maintain the sensors and installations.
COVID-19
The performance of artificial intelligence
has improved dramatically since the first
edition, the jury noted on 8 June. All the
AI teams achieved high yields, and the
flavour and quality of the tomatoes were
excellent. The winning team stood out for
its sparing and sustainable use of the
available resources. Team AuTomatoes
consists of researchers, engineers, con-

without plant
patents?

sultants and students at TU Delft, Van
der Hoeven Horticultural Projects, KeyGene and Hogendoorn Growth Management.
Storing and analysing data was a big challenge for all the teams. They had to rely
entirely on digital images, and, unlike the
control horticulturists, were not able to
take a stroll through the greenhouse.
However, halfway through the challenge,
the control group was no longer able to
visit the greenhouse either, due to the
Covid-19 measures. So they too were
forced to base their decisions on data,
video footage and phone conversations
with the chief horticulturist from WUR.

The European Patent Office decided last month that
no more patents will be issued for ‘essential biological processes’ in plants. A good development, says
Richard Visser, professor of Plant Breeding at Wageningen.
‘I think it’s a good thing the European Patent Office is
listening to public criticism of the patenting of plants.
That criticism says that patents hold back the development of new crops because the company with the patent can prevent other companies from continuing to
improve the plant. As a result, patents are thought primarily to benefit big companies. These criticisms are
met by ending the patentability of “essential biological
processes”.’

OBSTACLES
‘This challenge has shown that you really
can grow vegetables remotely,’ Hemming
says. ‘In times of COVID-19, this opens
up many possibilities. All decisions can
be made autonomously from a distance.’
But there are some obstacles for an autonomous greenhouse too. Objective data is needed on aspects of crop production. Lack of data is often a problem, and
there is room for improvement in the interpretation of the data. ‘And there is a
need for further research into how humans and robots collaborate,’ says Hemming. Only then will there truly be an autonomous greenhouse where the decisions are taken by the computer. Skilled
workers are still needed in the greenhouse to maintain crops and technology.
There is still a long way to go before their
jobs are taken over by robots. AS

What are essential biological processes?
‘They are processes and characteristics in a plant that
already exist and that we discover and isolate. But
there is more than one way of interpreting that. You
could patent the first resistance gene against potato
blight, because that hadn’t been done before and was
in that sense a new method. It was much harder or
even impossible to patent later resistance genes. Our
knowledge develops fast, so patents have been granted
in the past for “new” biological process which we consider very normal nowadays.’
What does that mean for plant variety rights?
‘The ruling restores the importance of plant variety
rights in the plant breeding sector. Under these rights,
other breeders have the right to use new varieties for
further breeding. In the old days, it would take you at
least 10 years to develop an improved variety, but nowadays – with ever better and faster techniques such as
CRISPR-Cas – you can do it in a couple of years.’
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AI teams that regulate the greenhouse
remotely now produce more efficiently
than traditional horticulturists. This
was demonstrated during the second
edition of the Autonomous Greenhouse
Challenge.

So how can plant breeders recoup their investments?
‘We need to develop new regulations for that. Breeders
of maize have already agreed among themselves: we
won’t use a competitor’s new variety for further
cross-breeding for the first three years. People respect
each other’s advantage gained from their development
efforts. That increases their chances of recouping their
development costs on the market. Another option is
for companies to pool their patents in a licensing platform. If a competitor wants to use your patent to continue developing a variety, an arbitration committee
sets a market-oriented fair price that then applies to
everyone who wants to use that patent.’ AS
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